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Notification

Profession: Doctor of medicine

Notification summary

Notifying country Belgium

Evidence of formal qualifications (nl) text
(fr) text
(de) text

Unofficial English translation of the
evidence

Body awarding the evidence of
qualifications

(nl) text
(fr) text
(de) text

Unofficial English translation of the
body's name

Reference date 10/11/2014

Type of notification A. New title / evidence / certificate / training program

Exact type of notification A2. New professional title (includes evidence, training and certificate if applicable)

Type of doctor Basic training
Certificate accompanying the

qualifications

Legal reference
Are the notified national provisions

published on the Internet? Yes

Online link http://ec.europa.eu/imi-net
Additional information about the

national provisions (including further
online links if available)

Training requirements

Academic year reference 2001/2002

Overall duration of training in years 5.0

Total number of ECTS credits

Total number of training hours 1000.0
Duration of theoretical training (in

training hours) 500.0

Duration of clinical training (in
training hours) 500.0

Is part-time training allowed? No
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Knowledge and skills
Information about the acquired knowledge and skills is only required for doctors with basic training
and only if the notifications concern a new title / evidence / certificate / training program.

Reference to relevant national
provisions concerning the acquired

knowledge and skills
Please explain how it is ensured that the professional acquires the knowledge and skills listed in
Article 24(3) of Directive 2005/36/EC.

Adequate knowledge of the sciences
on which medicine is based and a

good understanding of the scientific
methods

(en) text

Sufficient understanding of the
structure, functions and behaviour of
healthy and sick persons, as well as

relations between the state of health
and physical and social surroundings

of the human being

(en) text

Adequate knowledge of clinical
disciplines and practices, providing

him with a coherent picture of
mental and physical diseases, of

medicine from the points of view of
prophylaxis, diagnosis and therapy

and of human reproduction

(en) text

Suitable clinical experience in
hospitals under appropriate

supervision

(en) text
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Authority name TEST AUTHORITY - BE
TEST AUTHORITY - BE
TEST AUTHORITY - BE
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Fax
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